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Fee increase
only option to
cover deficit

Thursday, March 3, 1988

Pool filled, but not ready for student use

A.S. pushes for alternatives;
CSU says there is no other plan
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Student Union Recreation and
Events Center cost overruns will not
mean an intatediale increase in student fees, but the additional $3 million deficit will eventually mean
higher fees, according to the California State University representatives.
Representatives John Hillyard and
Sheila Chaffin said thie despite the
Associated Students’ recent petition
taking a stand against future fee increases involving the construction of
the Rec Center.
Hillyard. vice chancellor for auxiliary and business services, is seeking approval for the purchase of
bonds at the March /(-9 CSU Board
of Trustees meeting. Bonds, that
Hillyard said "have no other option" than to be funded by the students.
In Tuesday’s special meeting.
Hillyard and Chaffin made the trip to
San Jose from Long Beach to answer
questions posed by the Student
Union Board of Directors, various
A.S. Board members and students
concerning the controversial cost
overruns of the Rec Center project.
"1 thought they were evasive,
very careful about their trepresentalives) presentation.’’ said Tom
Boothe. director of California state
affairs.
Boothe said that "between the
lines he could hear the Chancellor’s Office expectation for students
to pay for the cost overruns.
When asked about other sources
of funding. Hillyard said. "(The
Chancellor’s Office) are not sitting
on any numev that is discretionary."

During the almost two hour question -and -answer period, approximately 50 questions were asked in an
organized fashion. A majority of the
questions were pointed at the issue
of "who’s responsible for the cost
overruns?"
Chaffin pointed to the architects
as being the responsible party,
claiming that "better drawings"
would have given the Chancellor’s ’
Office and contractor a better idea of
the cost of the project.
J. Handel Evans. SJSU’s executive vice president said, "In all my
years in architecture. I have never
come accross a project so screwed Evans and Chaffin were in part
referring to the $2 million change order involving the welding of the
metal studs requested by the architect after the plans were approved
and construction began.
The welding of the metal studs apparently did away with the $9(X1,000
contigency fund that was to he used
for expected, smaller change orders.
But that did not satisfy SUBOD
members as an adequate reason for
the Chancellor’s Office to he taking
action that would probably result in a
raise ot student fees.
If there were cost overruns on
my house due to an architectural
error. I’m not going to pay for it."
said Armen Hansad. SUBOD community representative.
Chaffin did say that the final plans
went through the Chancellor’s Office and were approved.
When asked why students would
be paying for an error not theirs,
Chaffin said, "There are no other
See WRFC page 10
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John Marcinika cleans plaster off the tile of SJSU’s Aquatic Center.
As yet, there is still no date set for the pool’s opening. Cann Nlorley.
aquatic center manager. said. "Once the pool is filled ta process
which takes seseral days depending on the construction crew all the

Second party vies for A.S. offices
Associated Students election update

Thief strikes men’s
locker room again
By Kathy White
Daily staff writer
Appoximately eight lockers were
broken into Wednesday morning in
the men’s locker room. This is the
sixth such incident since the semester began.
The locks were cut off between
I 1:30 a.m. and 12:20 p.m. with
mostly wallets being stolen from the
lockers.
"I lost a $160 watch and over $40
in cash besides having my credit
cards, drivers license and meal card
(from the residence halls) stolen."
said Bruce Worden, setto had a
human perlOrmance class during that
time. "I really thought it was safe to
leave my stuff in there. They have
signs up warning of this kind of
thing. hut I thought they were talking about at night or something.
A description of the suspected
thief was given to the University Police Department, hut UPD would not
release any information.
The description. which Worden
gave, said the man was white hut
well -tanned, standing approximately
5 -foot -10 with light brown hair bordering on blond. He was wearing a
blue tank top and a pair of shorts.
"He was just sitting there reading
a paper," Worden said. "He didn’t
seem too suspicious. He just sat
there and talked to somebody he
must have known because he culled
him by name."
The locker room attendant on
duty, Bill Newton, said many of the
students in the locker room noticed
the man. but no one reported it.
"I am in a cage in the middle of
the locker nem and I can’t see everything so I never saw this guy.
Newton said. "It was during one of
the busiest times and it really surprises me this guy got away with it.

’They have signs up
warning of this kind
of thing. butt
thought they were
talking about at
night or something.’
Bruce Worden,
victim
There are always students milling
around.
"The other times this has happened, it was after 4 p.m. when
there really isn’t anybody around,"
Newton said.
Newton went on to say that the
thief probably sat and watched who
was putting what into the lockers and
noted numbers to break into after the
students had gone to class.
"It’s really upsetting to have this
happen." Worden said. ’The guy
sat right next to me while I dressed
and he even said ’hi’ to me."
Usually the locker break-ins are
one at a time. Newton said.
"Maybe it’s a guy getting greedier and greedier." Newton said.
"We started out the semester with
one break-in at a time, then it
jumped to three at once last month.
Now they broke into eight all at
once."
Newton’s advice to students is to
not bring in valuables and put them
in lockers or if they must bring in ex See THEFT page 10
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pumps and machines !lase to he turned (in." Nlorley added that all
the class programming and entry fees are still undecided. ’The pool
was originally set to open in ugust 1987. The latest delay was waiting for a water line hook up with San Jose.
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By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
A party whose leader calls their
organisation "a very last-minute
thing" and an independent presidential candidate entered their names
or the March 16 and 17 Associated
Students election taking on SJSU’s
strongest political party. the Responsible Alliance,
The Students Organised and Unified for New Directions Party. organised by Paul Morris. a graduate student who has tried for several years
to bring a record store to campus.
entered most of his partial ticket’s
candidates by proxy at the candidate
orientation meeting Tuesday because
mans ot the party’s candidates were

absent.
Moms said that he organised the
ticket very quickly
Thad Graham, a sophomore majoring in political science and
SOUND’, candidate for director of
sponsored program.. told the Spartan Daily. "The guy ’Morris) took
our name Irom a petition we signed
tor the record store and called us up.
’Paul’s pushing the record store a
lot.’’he said. St it ’ND w ill promote
concerts and exhibits as Nell as a record store, according to Graham.
who said. "I’m running because the
REAL party is hecoming a handpicked dynasty
Paul Goelts, a senior majoring in
radio, television and film. ran for

Ballet troupe dazzles area students
Cleveland company
comes to SJSU
By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
Students saw the San Jose Cleveland ballet up close and personal
Wednesday as part of SJSU’s Arts
Education Week.
Students of all ages viewed part of
the company’s outreach program
"The Making of a Dancer," which
is a series of lecture demonstrations.
Along with a college -aged audience.
elementary and high school students
saw eight professional dancers from
a distance of about 20 feet.
One of the company’s founders.
dancer Joe (ilavik. said there were
pros and cons associated with performing in the outreach program.
"We love educating the kids and
adults alike about ballet. said the
14 -year-veteran of the Cleveland originated dance group.
Glavik also said it’s a hit tough to
dance "away from our house," He
cited problems such as dancing on a
different land harder) surface, and
not being familiar with the stage
area.
See BALLET page 10

\ piesideni hyti yea! ago as an independent, receiving more than 4IK)
N. rite -en votes and breaking the election code rules concerning ady ems
ing
’It’s true I put up fliers is here
they weren’t allowed,’ Goelli said
Tuesday night ot his campaign two
years ago. "But I was an independent. I can’t afford to spend thousands of dollars on a campaign. I see
nothing wrong with putting Biers all
over.’’
Tom Boothe. director ot California state affairs, and the candidate
who heat Goa, for the A.S presidential seat in 1986 said. "We consciously inude a decision that it was
not worth our Mon to enforce the
election code and run a campaign
against him "
See El.f:CTION pave, 10

AIDS survey
seeks student
responses
Associated Students is con
ducting a student sursey this
week to determine how people
feel about AIDS testing at SAC
The Ad Hoc Committee on
AIDS Testing headed hy Aca
demic Senator Jim Walters de
cided last week to conduct the
survey as part of a study to esal
uate a recent proposal by t S
Surgeon General C. Fs ere!’
Koop.
Tables will be set up in from 01
the Student Union and Clark Library between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
on Thursday. The committee
hopes to receive 500 responses.
which is around 2
percent of the
student population, Walters said.

Matthew E Durham Daily stall photographer
lee ’1’h
pson and Suranne Low nshury of the Cleseland Ballet Company dance a sedation from The Nutcracker" at Spartan (’omplex.

Everett’s proposal would allow.
mandatory testing of students at a
west coast university for acquired
immune deficiency syndrome an
tibodies. SJSU could qualify.
See St IRVEY page lo
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Let children
enjoy youth
sister has a social calendar that puts Nancy
Reagan to shame.
School is followed by luncheon dates. Afternoons are comprised of dancing lessons, swimming lessons, or a special engagement with a
friend of which there are many.
A dinner date is not out of the ordinary and
weekends are generally used for parties
and various outdoor
activities.
On one hand. I
ant envious of my
sister’s lively social
schedule. Yet on the
other hand. I think
’s damaging to her.
My sister is only
cars old. Scheduling an engagement
Laura M.
with her requires a
Lukas
month’s
notice
through her social
my
mother.
coordinator,
I remember the good old days when my brother
and I were young. We spent the greater part of our
days heating each other up. climbing trees, getting
dirty, and generally wreaking havoc in our neighborhood. Lunch was nothing more than macaroni
.ind cheese in front of the tube watching re -runs of
’Bewitched’ at home.
Dinner was spent playing footsie under the table
and making disgusting faces at each other while
mom and dad attempted to enjoy a pleasant meal.
We had nothing like a social calendar to help us
use life.
Yet my sister, completely unaware of all the responsibility life will soon have for her, has to keep
up affigorous course of engagements.
While it’s true she doesn’t have the sibling ris ally there to keep her rough and tumbling all day
long, she still has the capacity to entertain herself.
My sister is only a case example. Her friends
and pre-school mates also have outstanding social
lives, in some cases even more outstanding. These
are the children of the Yuppie generation, where
keeping the kids in some kind of training is tantamount to all else.
A majority of these kids face this daily challenge of get-up-and-go, which, in my opinion, is
sure to lead them into stressful little lives, always
worrying about who to see when and what to do
next.
Most of their mothers have a minute -by -minute
play-h. play created for their youngster’s day to
make sure they are busy learning something new
and "interesting" at all times. In many cases, the
kids are not the ones who find the activities so "interesting.
When they finally have some free time, they
can’t recognize it They have difficulty in figuring
out what to do with themselves.
What’s missing from their lives is not violin lessons or a trip to Europe. hut that carefree time for
them to he themselves to play. It seems parents
are expending so much energy keeping their kids
busy. they fail to realize that they are depriving
them of developing self-reliance.
Life. soon to he filled with seemingly unending
y ears of school and work. will have plenty of stress
and get-up-and-go for these kids. Now is the time
to let them enjoy a carefree life while they can.

Letters to the Editor
Article was ’junk’
Editor,
In Dave Lanson’s most recent
piece of junk, he criticizes the conservative element for "liberal -bashing." In the same article he suggests
that to become a conservative you
must: I) not care about the poor and
homeless. 2) not care about world
peace. 3) hate the Russians. 4) have
a frontal lobotomy. Now, Dave, this
seems like you’re guilty of the exact
same thing you’re criticizing the
conservatives for doing. Would you
heat up your children for fighting at
scbool?
You may claim that I have done
the same thing by referring to your
article as ’’junk.’’ It’s not so. I’m
not criticizing your ideas (even
though I don’t agree with them),
they’re your ideas and you have the
right to talk about them all you want.
If, however, you’re going to to take
the time and trouble to write about
your ideas, do something constructive with them. Now, it’s possible
that your articles are aimed at your
liberal buddies so when you run into
them at school they will pat you on
the back and say. "Right on. Dave.
Great article." I hope you’re not that
shallow.
I would assume that your articles
are aimed more toward the conservative element in the hope that they
may see things in a different perspective. If this is the case, why are
you insulting the very group you are
trying to pursuade? Would you buy a
car from a salesman who just called
you fat and ugly? I know. I know.
The conservatives are bashing you
so you’re going to bash back. Where
does that get us? I’ll tell you what,
Dave. You’re entitled to your opinion and I respect it. I may not agree
with you, but I still respect your
opinion. I assume you have good
reasons for holding the opinions you

do.
Well. I have a good reasons for
my opinion also. Are you willing to
give me the same respect that I offer
you or will you continue to assert
that to get where I am you have to
have a frontal lobotomy? I think you
could use your writing skills better.
Mark Connell
Senior
Aeronautics

Eddy "The Eagle" Edwards. He
made finishing last fashionable.
And who can ever forget the Jamaican bobsledding team? They arrived in Calargy with T-shirts announcing their team, but no bobsled.
The money made from the sale of the
T-shirts went into buying a bobsled.
Now, the Olympics are over. All I
have left are memories. I will remember Manley’s joy. Edwards’ fun
and the Jamaican bobsled team more
Have a nice day!
than I will how many medals the
USA won.
Editor,
Mark Foyer
Dave Lanson needn’t worry about
Senior
having to get a frontal lobotomy. If
Journalism
his last article was anything to go by.
one might be excused from thinking
that he had already had one. It’s ROTC critics ignorant
been a long time, if ever, since I’ve
read such a crude, mindless and un- Editor,
As a veteran and a cadet in the
principled set of platitudes masquerading as journalism. Whether you ROTC program at SJSU. I find the
are conservative or liberal, the shal- recent letters of criticism directed tolowness and triteness of the thinking ward the ROTC and the military to
exhibited in this piece can only make he based on misconceptions, misunderstanding and a general lack of
you groan.
Presumably. Lanson dreams of knowledge of the topic of disbeing a syndicated columnist, and cussion.
I will attempt to clarify for the stuhaving his opinions read by several
million people nationwide, rather dents of SJSU why the accusations
stated
in the above -mentioned letters
than a few thousand apathetic students. At this rate, he’ll be lucky to are false, and hopefully, put an end
even get a job with Metro. At least to the tirvial bickering.
The purpose of the ROTC protheir job seems to require the ability
to do more than put together a bunch gram is to develope the future leadof stale political cliches and call it ers of the ARMY. We accomplish
this through our academic major,
editorial writing.
Martin Pet tet military science minor and other milSenior itary training and activities.
It makes sense to develope offiBusiness Administration
cers who have a broad educational
No excuse for typos
base and exposure to many different
environments. This is why ROTC
Editor,
This is in response to Keith Per- programs are held on university
rault’s March 2 letter referring to my campuses. Also, obtaining a bachecriticism of the number of typo- lor’s degree is one of the prereqgraphical errors in the Spartan Daily. uisites to becoming an officer
If you recall, Mr. Perrault, there was through the ROTC. Our military
even a mistake in the printed version training is not in lieu of. but in addiof my letter to the editor. A word tion to the studies in our academic
major.
was left out.
As a leader and an officer in the
I realize that students run the
Spartan Daily, but these students are military, you have to set the example
journalism majors. If you can’t put to be effective. Because of the neout a paper only six to eight pages cessity for the military to be prelong with a minimum number of er- pared for the worst situation, a
rors, then I believe the staff needs to leader has to be physically and mengo back and review their skills in tally tough, technically proficient,
English. Isn’t the idea behind jour- dedicated, disciplined, decisive and
nalism to publish a paper that display a host of other traits.
Those of us who plan on serving
catches the attention of its readers?
And to show that they can put forth a our country in the military love life,
paper worthy of the skills they have peace and freedom as much as anyone else. If peaceful solutions to inlearned from their studies.
Your comparison between the ternational problems can be found
Daily and the Mercury News is ludi- we prefer that to conflict. The unticrous. For one, look at the size dif- mate goal of the military is to preference between the two. The vent war. However, we have enough
"Mere" has about 20 pages per sec- common sense to know that peaceful
tion and at least five sections to the negotiations are not always effecpaper. Its articles cover everything tive. Therefore, our nation must be
that happens locally as well as na- prepared to stop any foreign aggrestional and international news. To sion if necessary.
In reality, our best hopes for peace
compare the number of mistakes in a
paper that size to one less than one is to have a well -trained, equipped
and disciplined military force,
quarter of the size is ridiculous.
I realize that we all make mis- whose power is in balance with that
takes, but when this many errors are of our adversaries. Naive and idealmade in a paper the size of the Daily, istic perceptions of the "good intentions of our "peace -loving" eneit’s just poor journalism.
Partkia Kelley mies as well as a failure to look at
Junior the current world situation realistiBiology cally will do us no good if a foreign
power has a superior military force
knocking on our door.
the students of SJSU
Memories of the Games willHopefully,
not let the opinions of a few
Editor,
misinformed individuals taint their
Karen Derenzi’s account of the image of the ROTC and the imporWinter Olympics (Spartan Daily, tant role the military has played and
Feb. 26) is unfortunate. While she will continue to play in preserving
has memories of which Americans our American heritage.
won medals. I have different ones,
Mark N. Smith
There was the British record
Junior
holder in the 90 meter ski jump,
Political Science

word we know all too well. We’ve
experienced it as early as we can remember
performing and competing and we see it everyday in peers and public figures.
Never has the emotion of failure been so vividly
displayed for all to see as it was during the grueling
16 -day work-out of ABC Olympic coverage.
We all felt the blow of disappointment when
Debi Thomas hit one blade against the other, and
then stumbled twice to catch herself from falling.
And the week before, Dan Jansen brought the sting
of defeat alive for the world to witness when he lost
his footing during his speed skating event to a fall
that was dedicated to his sister who died of leukemia.
We empathize with these athletes not only because they are American citizens or because they
have trained most of their lives for these moments
at Calgary. We cringe at their imperfections because we too have felt the desperateness of failure.
lean remember one of many failures when I sat
at a piano, accompanying while my sister sang before a large crowd of people. My short-lived musical career was unsupported by the moment I
stopped dead in the middle of the song, drawing a
perfect blank of what notes were to follow. My sister nervously, yet professionally, continued her a
cappella singing until I found my place again a full
verse later.
Failure stings. It wants to scream out, "I can do
this perfectly; I did a thousand and one times before
today!" But nobody knows that. No one sees the
quiet, late -night practice sessions performed before
empty chairs and without a flaw.
We grow up with failure. It accompanies little
league and ballet and goes hand in hand with high
school insecurities at proms and football games.
Maybe those early years of experiencing failure are
not only a preface to adult -life bumbles. but a preparation for what’s to come.
I promise I won’t make the moral of this story
don’t sweat failure, it allows growth." But I will
say, don’t question it. It happens. even to the most
professional of us. And it will always creep up even
during the most important of events.
It just comes in different forms with maturity. It
comes in such packages as divorce and losing jobs
and alcoholism.
why do we subject ourselves to this unnecesSo
sary grief? Why not just sit on the sidelines
and forever remain a spectator, and never have
to fail. Because that’s not really living. And when
we fail, and leave the stage, we soon learn that life
goes on. And it just doesn’t matter. The key to mastering failure is recovery. Get up off of the ice and
keep skating so the fall will begin to be a memory.
Remain down and it’s vivid reality.
Thomas brought the United States a bronze
metal instead of gold. And she might have inspired
more ice-skating careers with a first -place victory.
But a lesson was surely learned by a lot of young
athletes through observing the grace by which she
stumbled.
There is a particular disease that tempts failure
and those who experience it. It is the disease of not
believing that life offers any options. Suicide is the
only option a defeated person can think of. No
doubt these victims are hurting and desperately entangled in depression.
Unfortunately for the precious life they choose
to throw away, however. some think they will always feel the cold ice beneath them as they sit. .
slumped and lost after a fall.
Life offers options. If things aren’t going well
now, and life is feeling desperate, just give it a little
time and it will always change. Where there are few
guarantees in this world, this is one to count on. It
is a changing world.
We can only help change along by keeping options going, even now before the next inevitable
failure. One of the first things Thomas said after her
performance was that it was time to get on with her
life and she was going back to school.
She was already thinking ahead, figuring out
her options, and beginning to make a painful moment a memory.
Failure hurts. But those lucky enough to experience it do so because they are living! And when
people are breathing and moving and functioning to
their fullest capacity. there will he risk.
But no one fails as much as the one who skates
slowly and holds onto the railing: because that’snot
living, and Thomas would probably agree, that’s.
not skating.
Charlotte Klopp is an Associate Editor of the
Spartan Daily. Insight Out appears every
Thursday.
’
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The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any
topic, we prefer letters in reaction to recent articles or about campus issues. Personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
Letters must bear the writer’s namei,
major, phone number and class level.
.
Deliver letters to the Daily office oh
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall Or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Grant enables disabled students Aeronautics receives federal grant
to use Clark Library computers
By Ron Haynes
Daily stall writer
SJSI.i’s department of aeronautics has been awarded a 5362,800
grant from the Federal Aviation
Adminisration as a result of a proposal to improve the department’s
standards in aircraft systems.
The Airway Science Grant was
one of 11 awards given nationally
to colleges having FAA approved
(Airway Science) programs, and
will aid in the development of integrated aircraft systems and flight
simulation laboratory at the university.
The grant, the largest the department has ever received, will he
used to purchase four ...oinputehied flight simulators raring in
si/e and capability.
Replacing two outdated ones
currently in use by the department,
i lie simulators will be used to train
students in aircraft flight characteristics with an enhanced capability
to simulate rain or fog. They will

Single keystrokes
for most commands
By Suzanne De Long
Daily staff writer
Computer hardware and software
having the ability to perforni "macro
commands," which is one keystroke
producing several functions, will
soon be available at Clark Library’s
High -Tech room for SJSU disabled
students.
The new equipment, and the staff
to supervise it, are all possible due to
a federal grant of $61,0(X) and the
coordinating efforts of Many
Schutter, the director of the Disabled
Student Services Program (DSSP).
Schulter’s goal is to eliminate the
phobia many disabled students have
toward computers while teaching
them to use the equipment to their
own advantage. "We want to mainstream our students,’’ he said.
According to Schutter, $18,0(X) of
the grant will go toward new computer equipment and software that
enhances the programs DSSP already has. The remaining $42,000
will pay the salaries of two new parttime professional assistants.
Having enough experienced people to help the students has been
"one of the key gaps in our program." Schutter said.
The Adaptive Computer Technician and the Learning Disabled Specialist, as they will he known, will
be available to students 12 months a
year. 2(1 hours a week. They will
work along with the student assistant
in the High -Tech room. Schutter
said.
Wellington Hui, the student who
currently assists the disabled in the
High -Tech room, said on a daily
basis there are enough computers to
satisfy everyone’s needs. The exception, he said, is during mid -terms
and finals "when a lot of people try
to do their papers at the same time."
Hui. a senior majoring in indus-

U.S. troops will
stay out of Panama
Daily tile photo
Marty Schuller. director of SJSU’s Disabled Students Services Program, sits in front of the Disabled Services’ parking shuttle.
trial engineering, agrees that "one
more computer is always helpful,"
but points out the problem of space.
He thinks that a bigger room, or
better yet an additional room, would
increase the benefits of the new
oquipment. Right now, students
working on the computers are in the
same small room with the students
receiving tutoring.
DSSP is aware of the problem,
and according to Schutter, new furniture bought with grant money will
ease the cramped quarters, Tutoring
will also be moving to another location so the High -Tech room will
serve mainly as a computer lab.
The project, which targets not just
"two or three disabilities, but the

TODAY
Intramural Sports: Two-a-side volleyball sign-ups through Friday. 8
a.m.-5
Monday-Friday at the
Leisure Services Office. Call 9245962 for information.
SJSU Ski Club: Sign-up for March
25 -April 2 Sun Valley ski trip, table
in front of Student Union, spaces are
limited. Call 268-5633 for information. m. -3 p. m. , S . U. Ballroom. Call
924-6033 for information.
Department of Mathematics and
Computer Sciences: Colloquium on
’Toward a Theory of Information."
with Keith Devlin:3 p.m., Duncan
Hall Room 416. Call 924-5120 for
information.
Amnesty International: Meeting. 7
p.m., An Building Room 139. Call
277-8228 for information.
Campus Ministry: Personal Growth
Group The Road
Less Traveled.
7-8:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Center. 10th and San Carlos streets, Call
298-0204 for information.
Physics Department Superconducting Films Seminar." with Dr. Roger
W. Barton. I p.m. in Science Building. Room 258.
I H1DAY
Career Planning and Placement
Center: I eture and discussion session on rcsomcs 12:30 p.m.. S.U.

Almaden Room. Co-op Orientation.
2:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room.
Call 924-6033 for information.
AdVfioiy ’Program:
Re-entry
Drop-in support group. 2-3:30 p.m .
S.U. Pacheco rit. for information
call 924-5930.
Free modern dance performance:
Presented by A.S. Program Board.
noon. S.U. Upper Pad. For information call 924-6260.
India Students Association: General meeting. 4-6 p.m.. S.U. Costanoun room. For information call
426-0420.
History Department: Representatives from the Army War College
present "What is American Military
Policy." noon. Dudley Moorehead
Hall Room 348. For information
contact Dr. Boll.
Vosinam Viet Vo Dao: Regular
practice session. 5:30-6:45 p.m..
Spartan Complex Room 209. For information call 972-0762.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Visiting
the Anne Frank Exhibit. 4:30 p.m.
in S.U. Almaden Room or 5 p.m. at
the San Jose Museum of Art. For information call 263-2312.
Meteorology and Cybernetic Systems "The Gala Hypothesis: An Update." with James Lovelock. 3-5
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Meteorology Department Seminar
’Analysis: It in,i) be objective, but
is it effective?’’ With Dr. Doug Sin’
ton. 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.. Duncan Hall, Room 615.
Spartan Tennis Club Tennis meeting, 2-5 p.m. at South Campus Tennis Courts. For information call 2778262.
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Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)

DEATH
VALLEY
March 27-April 2, 1988
1 unit, 1 week, NAT S 151
(may repeat for credit 2 times)
$85 plus $39 food fee

For further information:
Field Studies in Natural History
Dwight Bentel Hall 136B
(408) 924-2625
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FAA Administrator T. Allan
McArtor. commended the University for its hard work and dedication, citing that "(SJSU) has been
a forerunner in aviation education
and a national leader in the Airway
Science Program."

The "four computer driven aircraft systems and flight simulators
will provide education potential
that is often impossible and unsafe
with ’live’ aircraft," he said.
he technology of avionics, instruments. communications. operation of turbine powerplants, and
contemporary flight procedures
through simulation will he avail-

"Graduates of (SJSU) aviation
program will become future leaders within our nation, contributing
to the success of the National Airspace System Plan," McArtor
said

vvt (NI t’s
CHINESE CUISIN1.

FOOD TO GO
Mandrain & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
Open Daily, 11:00 AM - 10:00 PM
131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 CIE 998-9427
6 blocks North of Santa Clara St., between 3rd and 4th Streets
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"The (FAA) Airway Science
grant will provide significant enhancement of our systems and
flight simulation capability." said
Little at the university’s San Jose
International Airport facility.
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H. Gene Little, professor and
chairman of the department of
aeronautics, was pleased that the
university was selected as u grant
recepient.

Orientation Meeting
Friday, March 18, 7-10 p.m.,
Science Building 142
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able to inir students at a very professional level.’’
The larger of the simulators will
be designed to the department’s
specifications and one will have
the capability to duplicate the
flight characteristics of a Boeing
737 jetliner.
Little expects installation of this
unit some time next fall. The
smaller simulators are expected to
he in use by the end of the current
semester.

ma(fioalithV//usher

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
fin- SJSU student, faculty and staff
organiattions. Items may he sub
mined on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, hut
not he acCepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.

whole gamut of disabilities," should
be in working order if not by April,
then definitely by the end of the semester, Schutter said.
Reference librarian Donna Pontau, who also serves as a liaison for
DSSP. said that "the use of the library by the disabled is increasing
due to the new equipment."
Pontau helps disabled students do
research in the library.
"If you can’t find information
then already you’re at an disadvantage." Disabled students should
have the same opportunities as the
other students, she said.
Schuller agrees, "(The students)
don’t want special services. just
equal opportunity."

White
WASHINGTON (AP)
House spokesman Marlin Hummel
said Tuesday that the United States
is giving no consideration to military
intervention in Panama because the
Reagan administration does not want
to "unduly intrude upon" that coon
try’s affairs.
"We’re waiting for the situation
to son itself out." Fitzwater told re
porters at a briefing dominated questions about by the governmental crisis in Panama, where President Eric
Arturo Delvalle failed in an attempt
to oust Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega.
Earlier, Defense Secretary Frank
Carlucci, interviewed on a U.S. In
formation Agency program. also
said that "it would he premature at
this time" to discuss an American
military move, although Carlucci
also said that he was "disappointed
at this turn of event."

also be used for troubleshooting
related aircraft components -- a
unique part of aircraft maintenance
operations.
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Pretzel Logic

Singer-comic rouses campus audience
Pub packed
to capacity
By Vic Vogler
Daily staff writer
The line to enter the Spartan Pub last
Thursday night extended outside.
"Holy smoke, look at the line. .
singer-comic Frank Joseph said, looking
from the inside. "Is that awesome, or
what?"
An audience of Greeks and other students
agreed. They swarmed to see Joseph and
hear music made popular before some of
them were born.
For the past nine years. Joseph has taken
his one-man act throughout the Bay area. He
.plays every week at nightclubs like MCNC r
in Santa Clara and Mountain Charles’s in
Los Gatos.
When Joseph began at 9 p.m.. the crowd
went front standing room to standing on
chairs and tables. Cheers erupted as the
singer-comic held his electric guitar and
grinned.
"How many people feel the ability to he
truly entertained?" he asked, increasing the
crowd noise.
A pitcher of beer within arm’s length. Joseph began with "Sweet Home Alabama’’, a
song he calls "a crowd-pleaser."
The audience danced, swayed and sang
along. Although many of
them were seeing the
Music
for the first time,
Review singer
they greeted him like an
old friend.
’He’s really spirited,’’ said Donna Stue deman. a business student. "He’s keeping
the crowd going."
Joseph kept the crowd going through two
and half hours and over 30 songs. His selections ranged from country -western to rock
to new wave.
Surrounded by huge speakers. an amp. a
drum synthesizer and two guitars, Joseph revealed his skill and adaptability as a singer.
By closing your eyes. it was easy to imagine Roger Daltrey singing the Who classic.
"Pinball Wizard." Also. Joseph’s rendition
of Don McLean’s "American Pie" sounded
close to the real thing.
The singer played to audience preference.
not his own. Oldies like the Beatles’ "Twist
and Shout" felt comfortable next to modern
tunes by Run!DMC and INXS.
And if someone didn’t a like a particular
song (a rare occurence Thursday night). Joseph was flexible.
"As a general rule of thumb in a Frank Joseph show.’ he explained. "you just give
me a buck and that kills it. Two dollars restarts a song.’’
People paid him according to their preference. But when someone tried to stop a certain tune, the singer-comic took a stand.
"We’re (still) doing Hank Williams, Jr..
na. na. na, nit. nu, me.’ he sneered.
\ little hit later. Joseph ins Oct) the audi-

Richard
Motroni

Grammies: A joke

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer

Musician Frank Joesph one of the Bay area’s most popular performers, pours it on at the Spartan Pub
ence to dance in I rom of the handstand. In an
instant. the Pub became like any other nightclub that offers dancing.
Between songs. Joseph the singer gave
way to Joseph the comic.
"How ’s the semester going?" he asked in
the beginning. "You studying or screwing
off?" The audienk:e roared, opting for the
second choice.
The audience .became further involved
when Joseph held an impromptu Pee -Wee
Herman contest The singer played "Tequila" and ins ited people to dance onstage
in the style made t :mous by the movie "Pee Wee lierman’s Big Adventure.
1 his man deserxes all the attention,’ Jo-

seph said of the first contestant, while joking
that Herman is the "child of Joan Rivers and
Jerry Lewis."
After the next contestant performed, however, the singer was not impressed.
"That look,s like a scene from ’Dorky
Dancing.’ "he said.
Joseph himself charmed and impressed the
crowd with nostalgia it could easily identify.
He lamented, for example, a certain TV
show not being part of channel 20’s afternoon lineup.
The schedule would improve. he said "if
they extended it a half-hour and left ’The
Brady Bunch’ in there." Joseph then played
the show’s theme song, adding his ov, ii IV-

ries and proclaiming. "I always had the hots
for Murcia Brady."
For Greg Kihn’s "The Break -Up Song",
he found inspiration from "The Beverly
Hillbillies."
"Come and listen to a story ’bout a man
named Jed. unh - unh - unh, unh, unh. unh.
unh." he chanted to the roaring crowd.
By the evening’s end. Joseph had made
dozens of new friends.
’’He’s outrageous." said Jill Foster. "He
should come in here more often. I was here
at four O’clock reserving our seats."
Joseph said later he’ll return to the Pub in
late spring. Those who want to reserve seats
should probably start now.

San Jose tragic opera serenades crowd
By Jennifer Truman
Daily staff writer
Opera San Jose may just have Own itself
a nitch in the social realm of the Bay area.
Opening night of The Medium on Saturday not only impressed the who’s who of the
Santa Clara Valley. hut seemingly impressed
those in attendance that the arts can and will
do well in the South Bay..
The whole performance including the intermission lasted a total of one -and -a -halt
hours. As a first-time opera goer. I appreciated that The Medium was done in English
and in a traditional form of tragedy . love and
death.
SJSU music student Julia Wade demonstrated her professional l’al libel- in her performance of Monica. In her betrayal of the teenage Gypsy girl. Wade successfully

ENTERTAINMENT
1111e1
t: ,tory into (
\ lc
nom., tiageti
All the actors successfully executed their
magnilk:am skill o) turning words into a
song and a p1a into music. Not one of the
performers on opening night were weak in
their performances. Each and everyone
achieved the goal of bringing the audience
into the characters own seperate tragedies
and in doing so gathering sy mpathy
Elizabeth Enmann ss ho played Madame
Hors (the medium) on opening night did a
brilliant job in the final climatic scene in
which she portrays a drunken woman who 11 -

tails to her us+ it madness.
Steve Isom who portarys the mute boy
named Toby did a line job of characterizing
his love for Monica with only his facial and
hand expressions. Isom did not utter a word
through out the entire opera. hut just the
same brought the audience into his own little
world through all the abuse he took from
Madame Flora.
The story takes place in a large city during
this century. by interpreting the customs they
suggested in the 1950’s. There is not any
scene changes and the whole performance is
exhibited in the parlor of Madame Flora’s

home.
Madame Flora is the medium, or phoney
fortune teller for this area. We are given the
opportunity to see her work as she brings
back the dead children of two of her clients.
With the help of Monica and Toby. Madame
Flora for Baba as she is called by Monica) is
able to pull off the seances.
Monica herself becomes the "spiritual"
image of a dead teenager who’s mother
sought Madame Flora’s assistants to speak to
her deceased daughter. Monica then will giggle like an infant. so that a distraught couple
can reminisce of their parental days.
The Medium will continue for four more
performances. March 5,6, II, and 12 at the
Montgomery Theater. Student rush tickets
are ten dollars two hours before curtain.

Music world Hitchcock
reflects the bizarre side

Robyn Hitchcock ever so mysterious

returns )5

it h his latest album

By Douglas Alger
Consisting ril bassist Andy Metcalfe and
Daily staff writer
drummer Monis Windsor, The Egyptians
"My .songs are simply pictio,,
have helped Hitchcock to create music that
I want the pictures to be as intense as po.ssounds like a cross between Peter Gabriel
itt
one glimpse would detonate the
and The Talking Heads.
pettator permanently.
Fanciful wordplay on the part of 34-year
Hut, inevitably things are lost in translaold Hitchcock would lead casual listeners to
tion, or there is a delayed re -action."
believe the songwriter is nothing more than a
- Robyn Hitchcock, Dec ’87
musical prankster. poking fun at whatever
It was with the above statement in mind suits his fancy.
that I first listened to "Globe of Frogs." the
Surreal. Salvador Dali-inspired lyrics canlatest album released by British three-man not, however. completely obscure the intengroup Robyn Hitchcock & The Egyptians.
sity of his songs.
I’m still here, so Hitchcock’s vinyl piece
And what of the music? All of the 10
is not so intense as to endanger listening Hitchcock originals manage to discuss the
safety. Yet, it certainly reaffirms the English unpredictable. the unthought of. even the unrocker’s self-proclaimed
pleasant. and still remain enjoyable to listen
label as "a connoisseur of
Record to.
the innappropriate."
Man," a nonsensical tune about
Review a "Balloon
Consider lyrics from
balloon named Bruce. is undeniably
catchy, and dares the listener to not smile
side one’s final cut entitled
"Sleeping With Your Devil Mask:"
and hunt along. It is the first track to be re"Sleeping with your devil mask is all I
leased off the album, and should give Hitchwant to do
cock some of the recognition that has so far
And when I stop it means I’m through eluded him.
with you.
Hitchcock’s current following consists of
The organism rapes itself, then gives birth a very diverse audience. including preppie
on the shelf."
college students, teenage punk rockers, and
This is definitely not dinner music
progressive -rock fans. Some would call
"Globe Of Frogs." in addition to its obvious Hitchcock’s collection of fans odd, hut the
approval of the bizarre, shows Hitchcock exBritish oddball would want nothing else.
amining all things organic.
"I like being in the wrong climate, to an
The album portrays man as a puppet of his extent. It’s like being a cactus at the North
unconscious, with no way of understanding Pole,’’ said Hitchcock.
or controlling his actions. Under society’s I Regardless of the weather, Hitchcock’s
civilized exterior lurk uncivilized savages "Globe Of Frogs" is a surprisingly appealwho behave acceptably out of convention ing collection, even to listeners (myself inrather than because of their true nature. Or so cluded until very recently), who only assosays Robyn Hitchcock & The Egyptians.
ciate the name Hitchcock with mysteries.

time of year has come and
That
gone.
Another prosperous year of
great rockin music shot down by one
of the greatest frauds in the 20th Century: the Grammy awards.
"Rubbish!" you say? Sadly, what
I’m telling you is true. Let me show
how phony the Grammies have been. I
know it will be very painful, but be
brave, be strong. Ready? Let’s begin.
When the Grammies started in 1958,
the establishment (from Frank Sinatra
to Mitch Miller) were not only suspicious about this strange new sound
called rock ’n’ roll, but hostile toward
it.
It would be this attitude that prevented rock’s founding fathers from
winning the top awards. This not only
included Jerry Lee Lewis, Chuck
Berry, Little Richard and Buddy Holly,
but Elvis Presley himself. While Presley did win three Grammies, all of them
were for his Gospel albums. Not one
single rock recording Presley made
ever won a Grammy, which is as sorry
of a statement as anyone can make.
In 1964 came the Beatles, four lads
from Liverpool whose charm, wit and
music enlighted most Americans (although their hair was a bit suspect).
Surely their unique music would get
them the top Grammies, right? Wrong!
Not only ’)id the Beatles not win Best
record, but they lost Best
Rock ’n
Motion . icture Score to "Mary Poppins." (They-did win Best New Artist
and Performance by a Local Group.
Big deal!)
While the Fab Four did win Best
Album of 1967 for "Sgt. Pepper" (one
of the very few times justice was
served) it would be the only one they
would receive. Which means that other
great albums like "Rubber Soul,"
"Revolver" and "Abbey Road" never
won.
Now, let’s see how Bob Dylan has
faired.
Yes, Dylan did win two Grammies,
but do you know which ones they
were? A collaboration with George
Harrison in 1972 and Best Rock Male
Performance in I979-for his gosppl.
song "Gotta Serve Somebody. A min
who may be the most important musican in the last 25 years (if not, then sure
as hell close to it) and whose songs influenced everyone from Jimi Hendrix
to Bruce Springsteen. had to wait to become a born-again Christian before he
was recongized. Wait kids, it gets
worse.

In 1966 the Grammy committee
dropped rock ’n roll as a category and
didn’t bring it hack until 1979. For
nealy 13 years performers like The
Who, Led Zeppelin, Cream. Rush,
Deep Purple. Jimi Hendrix, Creedence
Clearwater Revival, the Beach Boys,
the Rolling Stones, Sly and the Family
Stone, Neil Young, Marvin Gaye, Otis
Redding, Elvis Costello, Yes, Eric
Clapton. Van Morrison, The Sex Pistols, the Clash. the Yardbirds, New
York Dols, MC5. Velvet Underground,
the Doors, the Band. Bob Segar. Lynyrd Skynyrd, (Whew! That’s a lot!)
didn’t get any of the top awards.
When rock ’n’ roll returned to the
Grammies. shame and disgrace were
sure to follow. No where is this more
apparent than in the "Best Album" category in which performers who have no
creative ability whatsoever let alone
talent have won over more deserving
artists.
In 1982. nominees Billy Joel’s "The
Nylon Curtian" and Paul McCartney’s
"Tug of War" (unquestionably his best
solo effort since "Band on the Run")
lost to Toto’s pathetic album "Toto
IV." Score one for the wimps.
In 1985 there occurred perhaps the
greatest miscarriage of justice the
Grammies have made yet. Two outstanding albums. Prince’s transcending
"Purple Rain" and Springsteen’s powerful "Born in the U.S.A. saw Lionel
Ritchie’s drippy pop "Can’t Slow
Down" win the top award. Another
victory for the wimps.
So what’s the solution? Do we invade the award show and burn the committee at the stake? Close, but not quite
right. The answer is get rid of those
knuckleheads who make the nominations and vote on who gets the
award. (The present selection committe
is comprised mostly of people who
meekly bow to pressure from the big record companies to vote for certain performers.)
Replace these know-nothings with
recording artists themselves. lithe Oscars have actors nominate actors and
writers nominate writers, why can’t the
Grammies have rock performers nominate rock performers?
I feel the time is needed now for true
rock ’n’ rollers to band together and demand the Grammies start recognizing
real, good rock music. Until then. the
Grammies will remains cruel joke that
has gone too far.
Richard Motroni is the Entertainment Editor. Although he is pleased
that U2 won Best Album last night,
he is definitely not satisfied. Yet, he
hopes it will start a good trend. Pretzel logic appears every Thursday.
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Realistic movie provides
view of ’promiscuous ’60s’
By Lisa AS alker
Daily stall writer

: "A Night in the Lite of Jimmy
Reardon," proved to be tremendously entertaining, hilarious and
amotionaly moving.
The lead. Jimmy, played by River
Phoenix of "Stand By Me." was excellently rolled. This is due mainly
to fact that his face isn’t as well
known, which adds more realism to
his role.
The movie is one that I would recommend those 17 years and older to
see. It gives the younger audience an
insight to how their parents may
have been in the 60’s. rather than always seeeing the
60’s in the image
Film
of. the once popular
sit
corn, Review
’Happy Days." It
also let’s those once premiscous
teens of the 60’s see themselves
from the outside.
The movie’s tone had a warm
feel, which was set off by the dull
brownish color given. The film took
the air of ’Spencer for Hire,’ with a
step by step account of what was
happening or what might happen.

"A Night in the Life of Jimmy
Reardon," possessed many elements
of reality. In the way the film portrayed Jimmy’s relationship with his
father Al Reardon. played by Paul
Koslo, in the typical every day father-son relationship.
His father wants him to go to his
almamater. but when Jimmy deceides he wants to go to the school of
his choice. University of Chicago, a
conflict arises in the house.
Jimmy Reardon, is a teenager
ready for everything. but not aware
of the consequences and for the most
part, not careing.
Example is his belief that he’s at
his sexual peek (even though he’s
17). However, the only peek he
hasn’t reached sexually was that
with his girlfriend. Lisa, an affluent
teenager, who is still a virgin, played
by Meredith Salenger.
Salenger fills her roll with grace,
as a rich girl and shows her naive as
a virgin. In the scenes with Jimmy
she let’s him go only so far before
she stops him.
In one of the scenes with Jimmy.
Lisa asks if can she see his genitals,
then comments on "how funny they

Excitement abounds
for weekend frolic
By Lisa Walker
Daily staff writer

Psst. Don’t look now, but another
weekend is coming upon us.
So, to keep in pace, "Coming
Events" retums for another roundup on what’s going on in the Bay
area.
SJSU
Team up and see the Macfarland/Whistler couple perform their
depiction of modem dance Saturday
at the Dance Studio Theatre in SPX
2319. Prices are students $6 and general $8.
PUB
Tonight "Slack" and "Dot 3"
will be nx:kin’ the
Spartan Pub front
9 p.m. to mid- Coming
night.
Events
Eddie Gale will
March
8
appear on
from 8 to 11 p.m., while Watch Out
performs the following night from 8
to 11 p.m.
CLUBS
Hey Man! How about Jamin’ to
Rolls Reggae sounds tonight. Friday, and Sunday at Club Afrique. located just off Highway 101’s University Avenue exit. Cover charge
are from $2 to $6.
Barney Steel’s in Redwood City
will be a steal the weekend. Bands
performing are: Chris Cobb Band,
Sundogs, and Blue Thunder. Cover
charge ranges from $2 to $4.
Bouncer’s Bar, located in the
South of Market district between the
Embarcadero Waterfront and 2nd
Street in San Francisco, will give
you a shot of country western with
Marghi Allen tonight from 7 to II
p.m.
If that wasn’t enough country for
you. Johnny Nitro will he blowing
the lid off Bouncer’s Bar Saturday
and Sunday. There is no cover
charge.
On the hill and at The Hill in Oakland will be seven shows in four
days. Skyline will appear tonight.
Allaadin plus Nemesis Friday night,
Z-Boy plus Spot on Saturday and
Talent Showcase ’88 performs Sunday. All shows run from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m.
Jerry Garcia Electric Band will
appear Friday and Saturday at the
Warfield Theatre. Both shows begin
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $17.50. Tickets
are still available at BASS.
The Kennel Club (at 628 Divisadero in San Francisco) presents
"Flavana!" on Saturday. For inforMallon call (415) 931-1914.
Yoshi’s Nightspot (6030 Claremont Ave. in Oakland) has three
days of enjoyment. with music and
entertainment of all kinds.
: Jimmy Smith Quartet performs on
Thursday from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m
and Friday and Saturday at 9p.m
But you’ll need advanced tickets
Bass has tickets available or you can
contact Yoshi’s at(415) 652-9250.
There’s no combination like the
sax and drums when it comes to Her Man Riley and Frank Wilson. The
duo will team-up at Yoshi’s on Saturday. Tickets are $12
Need a change from music? Well,
get ready for Yoshi’s Comedy Night
on Sunday.
Latin Jazz with Carlos Barreda 8
p.m.. Tuesday the 8th.
THEATRE
Need a little fun? The Opry House
Theatre (21350 Amladen Road in
San Jose) is presenting "Melodrama" plus a vaudeville act per
formed by the Barbary Coast players. Dinner is optional, reservations
a must. For information call 2682492.
The Bay area’s version of 42nd
Street has reached Los Gatos, which
will be at the Saratoga Civic
Theatre. There will be a champagne

looked."
What really makes Jimmy’s roll
more believable is when Jimmy is
placed in a scene with his best
friend’s girlfriend, Denise Hunter
played by lone Skye. The scene
takes place in Hunters bed room.
Jimmy sneaks up to her room pretending to he Jack the Ripper and attacks her. This wasn’t the first time
that they had been together, it had
been occuring every Saturday.
The only thing that I found a little
un-real about the movie, was that the
setting of the movie takes place in
the 60’s when girl’s were a little
more timid and less likely to have
sex. But the majority of women
Jimmy runs into are willing to have
sex with him, except for his girlfriend.
The movie even has a seductive
divorcee. (Fickett played by Ann
Manguson) which during the 60’s
was said to be a taboo.
Jimmy is asked to take Mrs. Fickett home on the day he is to take Lisa
to a dance, which will be there last
time together because she’s leaving
for Hawaii the next morning. But
once he is at Mrs. Fickett’s house,
they seduce one another which
causes him to be two hour late from

Jimmy (River
Phoenix, left
offers to fix
up his rich
pal Fred
( Matthew
Perry , right)
with Elanie,
for a price.
The scene is
from the film,
"A !Xight in
the Life of
Jimnty
Reardon."
picking Lisa up.
In a rage, after Jimmy is
unsucessful in winning Lisa back
from her date, he runs his fathers
car, which is his pride and joy into a
poll. Jimmy in dispare calls the one
person he doesn’t think will hang up
on him which is Mrs. Fickett.
But when Jimmy identifies himself as Mr, Reardon, Mrs. Fickett instantly thinks it’s Jimmy’s father.
Jimmy is heart broken and really
sees his father for what he is. Both
there eyes are open to one another.
Jimmy’s father offers to send hint to
Hawaii, where he had wanted to go
to be with Lisa.
" A Day in the Life of Jimmy
Reardon." is a great movie to see, if
you need to forget about your own
problems.

amikaze Thursdays
are back!

2 for 1
Kamikazes

Gr.

opening on Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $11.
Diahann Carroll and Vic Damone
will weave their musical magic on
Saturday in the Golden Circle
Theatre party at San Jose’s Center
for the Performing Arts. Tickets arc
$250 for dress circle, $175 for general. For information call 554-4400.
"Amadeus," played by Brian
Beacmic. will appear Thursday. Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Little Theatre located at 22311 North
3rd Street in Hayward.
Celebrate Black History Month by
seeing "A Sunday Afternoon." The
play will be performing until Saturday. Starting time is 8 p.m. Tickets
are $5 for general admission seats
and $4 for students and seniors. The
play will be at the College Theatre
50 Phelan Avenue in San Francisco.
For information call, 1415 2393100.
ARTS
SJSU? That’s right! Overture to
La Gazza Ladra (Rossini): Symphony no.7 in A minor and opus 92
Beethoven concerts no. I in G minor
(Mendelssohn): Capriccio Espagnol
(Rimski-Korsakov) will be performed at the SJSU Concert Hall.
San Fernando & San Carlos Street
For
more
information
call
924-4673.
Sculptor Fletcher Benton will
share slides of his work and speak ot
his development as an Artist March
3rd at 7:30p.m. at the Palo Alto Cultural Center. $10 for residents. students and seniors. $15 for non-residents.
Opera in San Jose. "The Medium" will be played in two acts by
Menotti. The Friday and Saturday
performances will take place at
p.m. with matinees at 2 p.m. at the
Montgomery Theatre. The theatre is
located at Market and San Carlos
Streets. For tickets call 28840489.
The Dukes of Dixieland will ap
pear at the Civic Auditorium on
March 4th. but don’t dispear. are
peat performance will he at Flint
Center March 5th. Guest Maestro
John Dankwonh will conduct the
San Jose Symphony at Flint Center
with a repeat performance at the
Civic Auditorium March 25th. More
infomation call 998-2277 or 298
2300.
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Good Thursday nights.
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Hot DJ Dancing!
No Cover!
Pool’s Open!
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4CHECK THIS ONE OUT.

44

David Arisen NEWSWEEK

4‘Five Corners’ could be the sleeper hit of the year,
Michael Medved SNEAK PREVIEWS

4‘Fiye Corners’
is real
American graffiti

9

4A comedy
with thrills,
a thriller
with laughs.
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Authentic German
Cuisine and Beverages
Ballroom Dancing to
Live European Music
Saturdays 9pm- lam
-Polka Lessons
by appointment
German Movies
Tuesdays 7:30pm
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STARTS TOMORROW!
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No Place Else Is Chili’s

Located off the corner of Almaden Expressway and Blossom Hill Road
Open daily for lunch and dinner.

NOW PLAYING
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MERIDIAN QUAD
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920 1609
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Baseball team loses 10-9 to No. 4 Stanford
By Sean Montgomery
Daily staff writer
SJSUs baseball team scored nine
runs Tuesday, but it still wasn’t
enough to heat last year’s NCAA
champions. the Stanford Cardinal.
The Spartans. who at one point
were losing 8-1, fell to the Cardinal
10-9 at Sunken Diamond Tuesday.
Stanford, ranked fourth in the nation, took an early first-inning lead,
scoring four runs on two hits and two
SJSU errors.
Spartans’ starting pitcher Robert
Sapp gave up eight runs, four of
which were earned, in three innings
of work.
Jim Bowles (1-2), who relieved
Sapp in the fourth, took the loss.

Stanford’s Steve Chitren 11- I) got
the win.
After Stanford scored four runs in
the first inning, the Spartans came
back with one run of their Ois n in the
top of the second.
With two out, shortstop Kelly
Coan walked and stole second. Second baseman Brad Mornhinweg also
received a free pass. Catcher Dan
Hewitt smashed a grounder at third
baseman Ed Sprague who couldn’t
handle it. Coan scored from second
giving the Spartans their first run.
Mornhinweg was then picked off
third by a throw from catcher Doug
Robbins.
Stanford scored four more runs in
its half of the third with three hits,

giving the Cardinal an 8-1 lead.
The Spartans came hack with five
runs on four hits in the top of the
fifth inning.
With the bases loaded, right
fielder Todd Eagen blooped one to
right that dropped between the first
baseman and the right fielder. scoring Coan. The Spartans scored a second run when first baseman Fernando Viera drove a sacrifice fly to
center, easily scoring Morhinweg
from third.
John Bracken then launched a
three -run homer, his first of two on
the day, to cut the lead to 8-6.
Bracken’s round -trippers were the
first of the season for the Spartans.
SJSU came Out just as strong in

the sixth. Coan singled to left and
once again stole second. Momhinweg then walked. Andy Coan tripled
to right scoring both his brother
Kelly Coan and Mornhinweg. tying
the game at eight.
Stanford countered with two more
runs in its half of the sixth. Right
fielder Paul Carey hit a two-out single to center field. Third baseman
Sprague then lifted a two-run homer
over the left field fence, giving the
Cardinal a 10-8 lead.
The Spartans came back with one
more run in the seventh when
Bracken nailed his second home run,
this time a solo shot to left.
Bracken went 2 -for-4 with four
RBIs.

Duo battling for Fenway’s hot spot
Kendra Luck

Daily staff photograph.,,

Left fielder Greg Banda had a hard time against Stanford. Previously on
a 6 -for-I2 streak. Banda only went I -for-5 at Sunken Diamond.

Giants’ intrasquad game
canceled by wet grounds
SCOTTSDALE. Ari/. ( API
Wet
grounds
Wednesday.
canceled the first scheduled intrasquad game of spring training for
the San Francisco Giants, but
Manager Roger Craig didn’t
mind.
"The rainout doesn’t hurt, because the guys have been working
hard and they can use the afternoon (ill. " Craig said. "Besides. we still were able to do our
throwing and running."
The Giants have scheduled an
Thursday,
intrasquad
game
weather permitting. If the game is
washed out. Craig said a II game
would he played against the Chicago Cubs at Mesa. Ari/., before
the exhibition opener between the
clubs Friday.
Craig expressed mild concern
over shoulder soreness troubling
right-hander Rick Reuschel. ss hi.

vs ill he kept out of game action
for a less days as a precautionary
measure.
’We don’t think its serious,’ ’
Craig said, "hut I’m always a
little concerned ss hen anyone has
arm problems. Rick said he’s just
sore from throw mg down here. I
used to get that way when I was
pitching. [ix)."
Craig tentatively named the Giants’ pitchers for the first exhibition game.
Mike LaCoss, Dave Dravecky
and Scott Garrelts are scheduled
to work the opener Friday against
the Chicago Cubs at Mesa. Art/.
Rookie left-hander Terry Mulholland was excused from the
morning workout. His wife.
Julie. was involved in a minor
traffic accident Tuesday night and
w is hospitalfred for observation.

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)
Spike Owen of the Boston Red Sox
ligures that somebody always will be
alter his job, so why worry about it.
"Just by its nature, baseball is a
s cry competitive game with no security." the switch -hitting shortstop
says.
"There’s
always
somebody
looking over your shoulder who
wants your job, so you just accept
it." Owen said after a workout in the
Red Sox’ training camp.
Acquired from the Seattle Mariners in a multi -player deal in August, 19146. Owen helped the Red
Sox to the pennant. He hit only .143
in 42 games, hut then batted .429 in
the seven -game playoff with California and .300 in the ’seven -game
World Series with the New York
Mets.
Despite the lofty posiseason figures. Owen found himself in a usual
spot last spring locked in a fight
with Glenn Hoffman for the shortstop position.
Owen won that fight and started
the season as Boston’s regular shortstop. He got off to a 5 -for-35 start.
though. and was benched after 12
games.
Owen kept working and on May
24 regained the regular job. Playing
112 of Boston’s last 121 games, he
hatted .274 and sparkled with consistency on defense.
"I haven’t thought much about it,
but I guess I do feel a lot better this
spring than last," Owen said. "I
think it’s a matter of being more
comfortable after a full season with
the club. There’s a feeling of belonging.
Although rookie Jody Reed is

being giN en a shot kith the Red Sox
after hitting .296 at Pawtucket of the
International League. Manager John
McNamara insists Owen still is the
Boston shortstop and must be beaten
out.
"People forget that Owen still is
only 26 years old even though he has
been in the major leagues more than
four years and helped us win a pennant," McNamara said. "Jody Reed
is an outstanding prospect. hut at 25

he isn’t touch younger than t A% en
McNamara said that Reed will he
given a chance to play shortstop in
exhibition games. The manager
added that the rookie also will he
tested at second and third for a possible role as a utility player.
Owen, a onetime University of
Texas teammate of Roger Clemens,
emphasi/ed that he is working as
hard as ever in training camp.
"I don’t know what went wrong

early last season." he said. "Maybe
I tried tit di) too much. I don’t think
I’ve played up to my capabilities
here yet. hut I think I’ve shown people what lean do."
Along with his job. Owen says he
doesn’t worry about his hitting,
blanking it out of his mind when he
takes the field.
’A shortstop can help a team a lot
defensively, hut he can’t do it if he’s
thinking about his hitting out there.’’

Players stay with current clubs
s of the seven free agents given
a "new look" at free agency by arbitrator Thomas Roberts have decided
not to look back.
Tuesday was the final day the
seven players covered by Roberts’
Jan. 22 ruling could switch teams,
and all except Kirk Gibson elected to
stay with their current clubs.
Gibson. who was to receive $1.3
million this season from the Detroit
Tigers, signed a three-year $4.5 -million contract last month with the Los
Angeles Dodgers. The only other
free agent to attempt to lease his current club was Carlton Fisk of the
Chicago White Sox, who wanted to
go to the Kansas City Royals.
Fisk. who has a one-year
$700,000-contract with Chicago.
wanted $1.2 million from Kansas
City. The Royals offered $800,000.
The live other players affected by
Roberts’ ruling &foot entesinto negotiations with other teams and will

young.
remain with their current clubs
Bell agreed to a two-year contract
LOUD BELL
George Bell doesn’t want Toronto for a guarenteed $4.1 million last
manager Jimmy Williams to move month,
"They think that just because they
him to designated hitter.
"We’ll see who lasts longer with pay me a lot of money, they can
the organization, him or me," Bell make time do whatever they want,"
said after arriving at the Blue Jays Bell said. "Well, they can’t. Maybe
camp in West Palm Beach. Fla. "I I won’t play quite so hard."
know he’s the manager; he’s going
MOONLIGHTING
to do what he wants. OK, I’m DH,
Wade Boggs missed practice
can deal with that; no problem. But Wednesday so he can he in Los Anwe’ll see who’s going to he DH all geles to film an episode of the teleseason. I think me and Jimy. we vision series "Cheers,"
fight."
ABOUT FACE
"There’s gonna he a bomb exDanny Tartabull asked the Kansas
plode. He says it’s good for the
City Royals to trade him on Monteam. Good for the team, my butt!
"What’s wrong with this team? day.
On Tuesday he agreed to a oneHe doesn’t know tie, the kind of
man I am. He should know I don’t year contract for $330.(8.8). He can
want to be a DH . II they want to find earn $45.000 more in incentive boa DFL they should call Cliff Johnson nuses
He said he agreed with great bitor Willie Aikens. Maybe they should
brine back Otto Vele/. I’m still too terness.

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

Driving
without insurance
has always
been a bad idea.
Now
it’s against
the law.

Call510Us! 298-3030
S 10th St San Jose
DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"
FREE.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
DRIVERS EARN
UP 7’0 510.00
PER HOUR

30 Minutes or $3 Ott,

Before ,

Hours
Itamt am Sun Thurs
11arrilam Fn 8 Sat
OPFN FOR r (INCH

Our drivers carry less
than $2000
Limited delivery are,

Out on

r up the
phone and caii Domino’s
Pizza in lust 30 minutes

Studying .

well deloyer hot, deliCrOur,
Pizza right to your Ann,

SPECIAL!

ILDP

JOSA

Any 12 2-item pizza from
Domino’s Pizza for just $700’
Additional items $105 each
Sales tax included One cohiii,
per pizza Not valid with
otter Valid at this location r,i
Expires in two weeks
Fast. Fr*. Delivery
510S 10th St
San Jose
Phone 298-3030

--J

16-oz Bottles 75C
Save 20% on a
6-Pack of Coke’

The law says you must prove you have car insurance if stopped by
a Peace Officer or you will get a ticket and could lose your license
Even if you’ve had problems like tickets or accidents. Public Insurance
wants to help with low rates, a low downpayment you can charge on a
credit card and payments spread over 12 months. We’ve extended our
hours till 9 PM seven days a week. too.
Call now for a quote.

only 8360

OFF!

Any 2 item or more pizz,i
from Dominos Pizza
One coupon per pizza
Not valid with any other he.
Valid at this location only
Expires in two weeks
Fast, Fries Delivery
510 S 10th St
San Jose
Phone 298-3030

1-800-345-1995
PUBLIC INSURANCE
IT ’S NO PROBLEM

.J

Use Your 410.

IIT=. Credit Card
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NCAA defends drug testing at symposium Sacramento
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Attorney Susan Harriman speaks about drug testing at the symposium

Instructed to dc lend the
tir)as, m
NCAAs pislil Ii ii the Santa Clara Superior Court decision made by Judge Conrad
Rushing in November.
Rushing ruled that only football and
men’s basketball players could be tested at
Stanford.
"Participation in intercollegiate athletics is not a guaranteed right it’s a privilege." Uryasz said.
When asked by a member of the audience if the testing was an infringement of
the privacy of being a student, Uryasz answered. "Not every student has a guaranteed right to play. Trying out may be a
right, but making the team and being a part
of that team is a privilege."
"Nobody says that a person has a right
to compete." said Susan Harriman, one of
the attorneys who represented athletes Jennifer Hill and Berry McKeever in the Stanford drug -testing case. "But you can’t
waive a person’s constitutional rights.’’
To clarify for the audience. Rich Chew,
associate athletic director at SJSU, asked,
"When individuals are identified positive.
who is told?"
"The NCAA will malty the athletic director, who will then notily the coach and
the athlete." llryasz ansered.
The legal protection of athletes was the
concern of many people in the audience.
"What legal record does an athlete have, if
tested positive?" said Jim Br ant, chairman of the human performance department.
"Athletes can have a second specimen
tested upon request and he present when
the second test tube is opened," Uryasz
said. "Also, in their appeal. if they are unable to go to the testing site, the athlete can
send a representative and make their appeal over the phone," he added.
"A lot of athletes have to he processed.
Humans can error. We have seen lots of
errors." Harriman said. "Medical information is protected in California because
what you’re taking is priv ate and personal
and that is a constitutional right."

will build
stadium

SACRAMENTO (AP) A new $40 million baseball stadium may be ready to accommodate a major league team in Sacramento as early as opening day of 1989,
according to predictions made Tuesday by
the managing partner of the Sacramento
Sports Association.
Gregg Lukenbill announced at a news
conference Tuesday that the 40.(XX)-seat stadium will be built under an agreement with
the Atlantic Richfield Co.
The privately financed stadium, scheduled
for completion by 1990, will he part of a
$115 million sports complex which includes
the nearly completed new arena for the Sacramento Kings of the National Basketball
Association.
"As of today, we’re throwing our hat in
the ring for a major league baseball team,"
Lukenbill said, adding that Sacramento has
"both the fan base and the organizational
ability" to get a team.
Under the deal, Arco will provide the association with $25 million to $35 million to
complete the arena-stadium complex.
according to earlier newspaper reports. In return, Los Angeles -based Arco has a 10-year
option to buy a share of the complex and of
the Sacramento Kings.
Lukenbill and George H. Babikian, president of the Arco Petroleum Products division
of Atlantic Richfield, declined Tuesday to
confirm press reports of the financial terms
of the deal.
"It involves money and the exclusive
rights to some ( Arco) AM -PM Mini -Marts in
this area and around Sacramento." Lukenbill said. "It’s an open-ended sponsorship."
Both the new stadium and the soon -to-be
completed basketball arena will bear Arco’s
name. The ownership option could he exercised s hen the teams and sports complex are
eventually offered as public stock, under a
plan previously announced by Lukenbill.

Candelaria accuses ex -teammate of drunk driving arrest

practice
.os An he tee -

LOS ANGELES (API
Pitcher
John Candelaria of the New York
Yankees says the first of his two
drunken driving arrests last year was
set up by a phone call to police by a
former teammate with the California
Angels. pitcher Don Sutton.

Kansas
a Mona one He can
ive boeat bit-

Daily staff photographer

By Jennifer Truman
Daily staff writer
The NCAA took the opportunity Tuesday to defend its drug education and testing program at a symposium sponsored by
SJSU ’s human performance department.
"The NCAA concerns itself with health
and safety issues," association spokesman
Frank Uryasz said. "After the 1983 Pan
American Games in Caracas, Venezuela.
U.S. team members were sent home before competing because of positive drug
testing. The NCAA determined that if
American amatuers were taking performance enhancements then what about the
kids in intercollegiates."
At its 1984 convention, the NCAA
voted out a resolution to develop testing
policies. In 1985. the NCAA revised its
proposed policies for a drug education and
testing program which was passed and implemented on Aug. I, 1986. The revision
restricted itself to NCAA championships
and certified bowl games. such as the California Bowl.
SJSU was the first member school to
abide to this legislation when it went to the
California Bowl in December 1986.
"The program was implemented. one,
to keep the game clean and equitable, and
two, to keep with our concerns of wealth
and welfare in cmpetition." Uryasz said.
"In 1988 the NCAA passed legislation
to drug test in the off-season for football."
Uryasz said. "On a voluntary basis we
will come in and do the testing.
"We have found that the program has
the support of most of the athletes at our
member schools." Uryasz said. "We have
found that the athletes have used the testing as an alibi to say ’no to the social
drugs at parties and the steroidal -type
drugs that are pressured onto them."
The NCAA based its need to drug test
on the findings of a study that it conducted
in cooperation with Michigan State University. They found that social drug use
was found in 88 percent of the athletes, as
well as use of anabolic steriods.

Candelaria, in an interview published in Tuesday’s Los Angeles
Times, said of Sutton’s phone call:
"He later told me it was out of concern for my well-being, but 1 think
he acted out of self preservation. He
was pitching terrible at the time,

seemed on the brink of release and
was looking for a way to get me out
of the rotation."
Sutton. a 300-game winner now
with the Los Angeles Dodgers, was
contacted by the newspaper for comment on Candelaria.% statements, but

! Former sports agent convicted
14

of tampering with a sports event

OPELIKA. Ala. (API Prosecutors say the verdict VVasden, ss ho prosecuted the case, issued a statement
sends a message to unscrupulous sports agents, but Jim praising the decision.
"We’re extremely pleased that college football is fi.Abernethy is confident he won’t have to go to jail benally being protected and Attorney General Don Siegel cause of his dealings with a former Auburn football star.
’
Abernethy, a former sports agent from Atlanta. was man has been the only public official in this country to
convicted Tuesday by a circuit court jury of tampering take on sports agents for giving college athletes money
illegally and ruining their eligibility.
with a sports event, a misdemeanor.
,
Despite a plea for leniency by defense attorneys. Lee
The charges stemmed from Abernethy’s involvement
County Circuit Judge Robert M. Harper imposed the with Auburn cornerback Kevin Porter before the 1987
maximum sentence: one year in jail and a S2.000 fine.
season. Porter. an All -Southeastern Conference seI.
The jury. after 21/2 hours of deliberations. returned in- lection, testified that he signed a contract with Abernethy
imcent verdicts on two other misdemeanor counts, com- and received nearly Si4,0(X) in cash.
Harper, however, rejected defense motions to find
Mercial bribery and violation of deceptive trade laws.
Assisiant attorney generals Don Valeska and William Abernethy innocent before sending the case to the jury.

said onl!..
don’t %sant to espial’)
it. I don’t want to deal with any of
that crap."
Candelaria went on the disabled
list twice during the 1987 baseball
season with California following his
arrests for driving while under the
influence of intoxicants. The first
charge was dismissed, and the second is pending.
"It wasn’t toy decision to go into
therapy, Candelaria said of his two
periods of rehabilitation following
his arrests. "I was forced to go by
the club. I’m not saying that it
wasn’t beneficial because it was in
the context of the problem. I’m just
saying that it wasn’t alcohol.**
Candelaria refused to identify the
problem, but it was known he went
through an emotional trauma after
the death of his infant son John Rob-

eri in .1 sminintIng pool ,ici&k’mit the goats to e \plain ass u\ his problems.
but he had harsh criticism of Angel
previous year.
Asked if he could have coped with Manager Gene Mauch: "I’m tired d’f
the problems he had without leaving everyone calling him a genius He’d
the team. Candelaria nodded affir- rather exercise control of his team
matively, the newspaper said. But he than win. That’s one reason why he
added that Sutton complicated the hasn’t won in 26 years (as a major
problem by calling police after the league manager) and never will
win. ’
WM.s charter plane arrived at OntaThe Angels came within one inrio Airport after a flight from Dening of reaching the World Series in
troit.
"I mean. II he was acting out of 1986 before losing to the Boston Red
concern, why. didn’t he ever call me Sox in the American League Chamwhen I was on the disabled list? Why pionship Series, then fell to last
didn’t he come to see me when I was place in the AL West in 1987.
"I mean you can’t finish last with
traded (to the New York Mos late in
the 1987 season)? We live only a the team he had last year." Candelaria said. "There was too much talquarter of a mile apart."
In discussion of his troubled 1987 ent. I’ll never be a major league
season in which he started with a 4-0 manager, hut if I had the same team
record and finished 8-6. Candelaria he had last year. I’d heat him by 20
said he wasn’t looking for scape- games."

SJSU
Presents
**********

The Adding
* * *Machine
* * * * * * *
University

Theater

March
11, 12, 16,
17, 18, 19
8:00 PM

The many styles of success.
Styles that fit your lifestyle and express your success. Order your ring today

EXPRESSIONISM: strange eruptions of color, abnormalities of scale,
magnifications of perspective, angular and undulating contours, harsh contrasts
between light and dark, exaggeration and movement of shadows, repetition,
primal essences, powerful transformations, startling surprises.
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JOSTENS

THEATRE

AMERICA

S

COLLEGE

RING’"

universit y

March 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19 at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets: University Theatre Box Office, 5th & San Fernando
Monday-Friday 1-5 p.m.; 6:30-8:15 Show Nights
or call 924 - 4555

Da t e Feb 29-1MaL4 time 10am-6pm

Deposit Required:$20
Payment Runs A.adanie

Place
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Top 10 Countries
by number of sludenls
of fell 1987

Photos by
Kendra Luck

Overseas students share varied views
Six residents from the 10 most common
nations at SJSU discuss life in America
th/1 iA the All rrItr/ at a twapart %cries about ethnic diversity
iit SJSU. The first part appeared
Wednestkay’% Sparl(111
Wednesday
students from
Japan and Tans an shared their
perceptions ot SJSU and America. Along w Mt the other students inters leased, they represent six of the 10 most
common countries on this campus.
The student!, were interviewed
at the International Center on
I I th Street. Their presence
sCIA es to remind us that SJSU.
along as ith Ymerica itself, is col off
un iiii1
ismopolitan
Tetsuy a Ogawa.
Degree
goal: intermit
al business.
Home country: Japan,
f.2.1v, a began study mg in the
t lilted States litre years ago.
Thu mg this time, he attended
t ’C -Davis. Campbell University
iii North Carolina. and two
Is
junior colleges before en pilling at SJSU last semester.
Ilhe students are so relaxed
here: the senior said, adding
that the United States in general
is a better place to study . "You
can change front maim to major.
You cannot do this in Japan.
Ogawa. 27. also faxored
America because he likes to
Ravel and "English is like a WU% elsal

language

lor

business

He enrolled at
SJSU on a
triends recommendation, and
enjoy s the school’s business program.
He also likes his classmates.
hut finds the interaction superficial.
"The students are pretty
he said. hut relationships
with them are "just surface. It’s
lust ’Hi. how are you?’ and

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

A0-411i
II1E SPARTAN
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
S 1.39
2 eggs

11orne fries
.1 cast

party, party. pan ’
Ogawa isn’t much of a partier
himself. He enjoys movies,
reading science fiction and cooking.
He likes the Ray area, and has
"no complaints** with San Jose
except that downtown is messy
and has "too many weirdos
around."
In his home city of Yokohama, he said the neighbors are
more nosy than strange.
"Some of the neighbors get
on my nerx es.’ he complained.
"They are curious people."
The student described Yokohama as small. hut cosmopolitan. with tall buildings that block
the sky.
"The culture is kind of mixed
like the U.S.A. --- pretty Americanized." Ogawa explained.
adding that he has American
friends at a nearby U.S. army
base.
Upon graduating from SJSU
two years front now, the student
said he will return home to work
in marketing. But he may not
stay there lurking.
"I think ill go hack I’m going
to get culture shock." Ogawa
predicted. "Maybe it’s better to
stay here if lean.’’
He said he prefers America’s
carefree lifestyle.
"It’s much easier." said the
student. "easier in the way that
you can do what you want.**
Roshanak Sadegh-Tehrani.
Degree goal: business. Home
country : Iran.
Last September. Sadegh-Tehrani came to SJSU thinking she
might find stereotypes. She referred to media coverage which
portrays the Iranian people in a
had light

Copies
St
kinkois
310

S THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

But what she found at school
surprised her.
"If you assume all these
things, there isn’t that much
prejudice." she said. "There
should be some impression on
the mind, some stereotypes."
. Instead of stereotypes, she
discovered students and faculty
who were friendly and understanding. Overall, her impressions of San Jose are positive.
"I think it’s very developed."
the 2K -year-old said. "High-tech
has its influence on the area."
Sadegh-Tehrani chose SJSU
because of this high-tech affiliation. She also said the school has
a gtxxl reputation.
"It’s in Silicon Valley," she
said. "Automatically it is within
that standard. . . . It’s also a
very accredited school."
The student enjoys the MBA
program. But for her. SJSU’s
main attraction is the Clark Library.
"It’s a very efficient system." she said. "Any question
you have, they try to provide an
answer."
Sadegh-Tehrani likes jogging.
swimming, reading, and sightseeing. She described Teheran.
her home, as beautiful, multicultural. and snowy in winter.
"It has beautiful sightseeing," she said. "I had access to
seeing different cultures."
As part of Iranian culture,
women are required to wear
veils.
The student also revealed Teheran’s darker side: traffic problems and human rights’ violations.
"People are suffering a lot,"
she said. "What you hear on the
news is not necessarily what’s
happening "

481 E SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

Tetsuya Ogawa at work

very late at night." Hseuh explained. "It’s very convenient
compared tel (San Jose).
The student described America as big and its people as
friendly. But she said there have
been "advantages and disadvantages" to spending the past five and-a-half years here.
Her English has become excellent, "sit she misses home.
_d going out with my.
"I n
brothe ., and sisters," Hseuh
said, adding that "my Chinese is
not so good.’’
Returning home, she said,
will take some readjustment.
1 don’t know Hong Koiv
very well (anymore)," she
plained.

ing it as "quite lively."
But her interaction with classmates has been less lively for the
Hong Kong student. Most of the
people she knows are from the
International Center.
In class, she said "we don’t
have much chance to talk to each
other."
Away from SJSU. Hseuh
likes to visit San Francisco and
Santa Cruz. She also enjoys
watching movies and listening to
the radio.
When she returns to Hong
Kong two years from now, she
plans to work for a business
company or a bank. Seven years
after that, her home will change
from British to Chinese rule.
Hseuh described Hong Kong
as "busy and crowded."
"People are not so friendly
compared with here," she said.
"In America, people always
smile and say ’Hi, how are you?’
People are nicer."
On the brighter side, the student said that Hong Kong’s
small size and efficient transit
system lets a person travel anywhere without a car. She also
thinks the stores and restaurants
are more accessible at home.
"They’re open holidays and

Mohammed Junaid khadri.
puler sciDegree goal:
ence. Home country: Pakistan.
Because he arrived at SJSI In
January. Khadri doesn’t knov,
the school very well yet. But he
likes most of what he’s seen so
far.
His faeorite classes are biology and philosophy and he enjoys the teaching methods at
SJSU.
"The teacher gives us examples." the freshman explained.
"Everything
is
systematic
here."
Khadri said that gaining admission to SJSU was easier than
sillier universities. because SJSU
is less competitive. He likes the
school. but said he has difficulty
with English.
"I always have to use my diet lunacy ’ ’ the student said.
Despite the language adisi.,1
mem, he would rather study in
America than Karachi. his
hometown.
At this point, the student is
content to concentrate on his
studies.
"That I’m going a long way
with my studies is die hest thing
for me. Khadri said
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Sadegh-Tehrani
said
the
media ignores social and political changes which might alter
America’s perception of Iran.
"The government is changing
all the time," she said, adding
that some citizens are opposed to
government policies.
"Human rights organizations
have condemned the lack of
human rights in the country."
she continued. "We can barely
hear it in the (U.S.) news."
Despite some problems in
Iran. Sadegh-Tehrani looks forward to returning home in Sep
tember 1989. She misses her
friends and the conversations
and ideas they shared.
0
Jennifer
Hsueh.
Degree
business/informational
goal:
resource management. Home
Hong
Kong
(a
country :
Chinese’ city -state under British rule).
Unlike some residents at the
International Center, Hsueh has
lived in America for five -and-ahalf years. She graduated from a
high school in Fresno and attends SJSU because her family
wanted her to study in America.
But when Hsueh came to
school here two-and -a-half years
ago, she wasn’t impressed.
The 2I -year-old student described the campus as "small,
old, and right in downtown.
"Downtown here is quite
bad," she continued later. "A
lot of strange people are walking
around
Back on campus, she thinks
Dudley Moorehead Hall and the
old Science Building are dreary.
"When you’re walking inside, the place(s) seem so
dead," the junior explained.
During her stay at SJSU, however, her impressions of the
school have improved. She enjoys, for example, the morning
rush of students on campus.
"The campus atmosphere is
not bad," Hseuh said, describ-

Applications available in the A.S. office
(3rd floor student union) or call 924-6240

Applications due by

March 9

Paid for by the Associated Students
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Winged bean could help end
world hunger, study reveals
By Joe S. Kappia
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s Department of Nutrition
and Food Science has established the
presence of high-grade protein in
winged beans which can be incorporated into local foods to combat
world hunger.
The nutritional value of the beans
was established through basic student research, said Panfilo Belo of
the nutrition and food science department.
What is of significant importance
to the research is that its findings
have revealed that the crop can best
be grown in tropical areas. Belo
said. Tropical areas, mainly located
in Third World countries, are currently under the seige of drought
with hunger as its accompanying result.
Presently, he said that the crop is
grown in the Philippines and New
Guinea, areas characterized by hot
and wet climate. Within this region.
the young pods of the beans are
eaten as vegetables, he said, but
have low protein and unacceptable
taste

Research has found that the crop
contains some anti -nutritional factors which can only be removed by
processing it into other finished
products, he said.
The first research on the winged
bean was done in 1922 by a scientist
from the University of the Philippines who expressed need for further research about the crop. And
this came to fruition in the 1970s
when the United State’s National
Academy of Sciences formed a panel
to study under-utilized plants. Belo
said. The winged bean was selected
for further studies because it had the
potential of solving malnutrition and
it grows best in tropical areas, he
added.
Since then, he said that the bean
has been under study, which has resulted in the production of several
varieties of the crop.
The focal point of the research, he
pointed out, was that of the biochemical and nutritional properties
of the bean, especially protein contents and how it can be applied to
food. Their findings show that the
bean cannot just he boiled and eaten
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HELP WANTED

He emphasized that the "bean has
to be transformed into a product as a
vehicle to be used as an ingredient
for common food."
Belo pointed out that a winged
bean germ plasm center has been established where a variety of seeds
can be tested in order to identify the
best variety that can be grown on
large scale for mass production of
protein. Studies are also being conducted to develop varieties of the
bean that can be utilized for the prodution of oil, he said.

"The jojoba nut contains SO percent oil," he said. "and when oil is
extracted from the nut, what remains
is rich in protein," noting that this
by-product can also be used for food
or animal feed since it is rich in protein
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Meanwhile, the department is currently studying jojoba, a desert
plant, for the production of liquid
oil, Belo added.
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given preference Call J. Hearts

Center. 243-4070

WE DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS but
that
OK We are a church corn moony that values the Individual

81

to work sleep over shifts and have
Students
good driving record
with two years of college or ma -

4992

call 1408) 371.6811
TENORS

COUNSELORS HOUSEPARENTS for
boy group home Must be able

Cm SVII/ MINK OF
*MIS* 77071 /44A15
/Nlig
)VV Off
COCO sitc.Ar 771E3e

if it is not transformed into another
product.

Classified
FREE PREGNANCY TEST and con,
passionate counseling Sunnyvale 732.FREE

Berke Breathed

SECRETARY

wrath computer

storage
Reasonable
We re last dependable gramme,
*Ise college grads So call us
with lepers reports. theses (especielly science) etc al 251-0449
ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD PROCE
RESSING Thesis work
specialty Experience count.’ Group
papers welcome Standard & mi.
croc ass.. transcription
Free
disk stOrage and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years arype.
nem. Call Chrystal el 92341481

APA FORMAT term paper thesis wel.
corned 10 years typing word procesatng experience Letter quality
printing Very competitive rate.

Close to school Available night
and day Rush plul are my Spec,

Students receloe a di.ount with
ID Access Dana- 261-4962 ask for

*My

Teresa

Call

P.m

at

14061

225-

5025 225.9009
ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist SpecielizIng in
including
all ...mit typing
APA formal term papers theses
resume & cover letters I look
forward to serving your typing
needs this nenester

Hrly rattan

5539 (San Jo.)
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis speciellats Also term pamanuscripts, screenplays

ENTERPRISE
pers

resumes repetitive letters Iran.
scriplion Free SPELCHEK copy
edit disc storage Quick turn
around Santa Clary Cali 2465825
EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSING

Term papers Sr 75 p dbi ap end
proofed SM11 business lettere
mailing lists flyers newsletters
instal/dor

projects
welcome
Ouallry waded.. On comp.
plckup delivery Call 1408) 2743684 (Nave message)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
aced.Ic

CALL LINDA TODAY. Avoid the rush’

ABSOLUTELY

264.1501
DO IT WRITE’ Word pr.eesing. 20
year. caddie.* returnee. let,.,,. mailing lisle books. snide.
Paccar...Ong editing evened.
Reasonable fetes Call Anne 575

Reserve now for your term pa-

business legal word
processing needs Tenn papers

pers group protects theses *lc
Prof...tonal word processing

reports, resumes letters group
propects manuals these. etc All
academic formats 4 APA Free

fr. disk dor.. OuIrk return ail
work guaranteed Cassette tr.-

disk storage

sc notion

available

Brenham area

Almaden.
7 days week Call

SPELCHEK

pone
bastion grammar assistance All
work guerante. For Met professional quick & depended. worry

free service at Its best with AF
FORDABLE RATES call PAM au
247-268, (Santa Clary) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS.
GOOD TYPIST" Raesormom rases
Call Eye at 2514255 or 272-5033
WIll pick-up .40 deliver
L ASERJET OUTPUT Veers of sperl
since serving SJSU faculty and
students Al work guaranteed
Specializing In word perfect and
word Call PJ at 923-2309
LUCID

EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing ...tat.. editing 5
-ping
at reports theses etc
Laser
printer Afforded* accurate depended. Only 12 minutes horn
campus Pickup availed* Sealy at
25146.5

NEED HELP??? Call
0 S ". Expert
encad professional typMg eery
ice fot term papers group pro.
facts and misc rector% Roscmes
and cover letters Free spelling
check

Lefler gustily printer,
COMpentive rates 735-8845 (Suel
Sunnyvale
PROFESSIONAL

WORD

PRO.

CESSING. 11 years .creterial
esporleno. No lob too large or
too
smell
Rate
Student
112 SO hr Reg 318 00 hr Hours
8 30-5 PM lenernoon hours by

Gatos. 95030
RED EVE is looking for saistent man
arcs full lime & pen time in our
local stores We II vrorit around
school ...dues but must twos?
mornings
week opening a0a11
ability

non -smote..

HOUSING
Carport trelk to campus no pets.
1595 me Cell 224.3939 286-8840

call al 446.5636
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS. FT PT security off,
care all shifts FT PT evening
doe.. servers We will train
Apply in person Man -Pal 9AM
4PM 260 Meridien Ave S J 286-

CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1 bedroom. I
both, off street parking $475 Call
licensed
224-3939 286.8640
nem
FOR RENT 2 bd. apt Clean. quiet.
carpets

&spas,

Campus

.cure

carport
Neer
1590 ram call

260-5192

5880
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pt
05-16 hr to sten Full benefits. no
experience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY. 3212 Scott
Blvd between 040o11 5 San Tomas Santa Clem Cali 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open
ing et Varian Image Tube Division
Requires 2 yrs caperience In
stores ship roc or aced plus
ability 1011ff froths. fork lift certafl
II
cote and Contents driver
cense Must be U 5 if Inn Call

FURNISHED RM for rent near IBM
Kitchn orbit. 1300 ma util md
1100 deposit Call 281-0769
HANDYMAN -COMMERCIAL

6466
PRIVATE RN, lattchn priv, 1 2 Pik frrn
SJSU Prefer sertou MALE stu

ple share kftchen Nonsmoking
1375 no
de.. & 1 3 utilities
Close In campus, call 195-1498

2690863 ask for Meg

Call
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Print Name
Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00
10-14 Lines $63 00
15 Plus Lines $8000
Phone: 924-3277

7679

call Debbie et 293-2286

quired Come play with us

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
Si 60

1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,

Address

Phone

CITY 6, State

Zip

dent. non smoker 1225 ram 797

NEEDED’

preschool Hry 2-8PM weekdays
Per. 15 hr 6 units of ECE re-

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

PROP

Responsible
independent 20
hr vrla $5$75, contact Leslie Lon 0 866

SJSU children center, supervision of children 2-5 yrs Flex hr.

TEACHER OF RECREATION NEEDED
for a full time position at a local

I

Two Three
One
Day
Days Days
3 Lines $3 55 $435 $475
4 lIneS $4 35 $515 $555
5 Lines $515 $600 $635
6 Lines $595 $680 $715
Each Additional Line Add $ 80

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I Li 1
Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

ERTY Maintenance

FOR RENT. private room
to bathroom & entrance Washing
mechine, perk even Pant for cou

415-493.1800, est 415
TEACHERS

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

licensed pent

interested

SECURITY

SUBSTITUTE

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces lot each /Inn)

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM t BATH.

Enclosed is $

ROOM

SIAL VICTORIAN OFFICE nett lo cam.
pus.front on Wed *large bey
window 1225 roe Cell 297 2960

LOST AND FOUND
LOST’, SMALL EMERALD mud ear

A

Circles Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
Computers
Lost and Found
For Sale
Personals

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Joss, California 95192

Lines
Meals/ MN Lowell avails 01114211
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
II
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Election
I ram page I
Candidates ilium charge their
pelitors with campaign violations in order for the election code to
he enforced, under A.S. rules.
’Things are looking pretty pistil,"
said Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice
president and REAL’s presidential
candidate. "I feel confident.
’I’d like to think we haven’t seen
a party emerge until the last minute
because students are satisfied with
the approach REAL has taken over
the last year.- he added.
REAL swept all 20 A.S. posts in
last year’s election and 15 of 16 the
sear before. Two weeks ago. REAL
party members competed for places
on the party’s ticket in two conventhMs.
Some REAL members expected a
split in the party as John Hjelt. A.S.
director of students rights and responsibilities, contested McCarthy
for the presidential nomination, but
lost in a dramatic 15-14 vote.
The split did not occur, however,
as Hjelt chose to accept a nomination
for the post he now holds rather than
running against McCarthy for another party .
It lJelt had decided to run and
RI. Al. had split, there would have
heen wit parties." said Boothe
I uesda% "Now I see one.
NIcCarthy said he thought rivalry
w dim the party had strengthened

RI- Al.. -The REAL party over the
last lets weeks has had to weather a
ew storms." he said. "The result
lias been the strongest possible
ticket
"I’m astonished." said A.S.
President Michael McLennan. of
REAT’s lack of competition. "If
this is true. I failed at one thing I
wanted to accomplish this year. I’m
disappointed that more students
don’t get involved."
"The real fight was before the
election," said Boothe, referring to
the tough competition with REAL
it nominations that surfaced two
weeks ago
’that’s I rue." McLennan said.
Jim Walters. REAL’s candidate
for director of academic affairs, and
a homosexual with AIDS, said he
w ill he open in the campaign about
his sexual preference and the fact
that he has AIDS.
"I know it’s going to come up. so
I !night as well do it myself.- he
said
"I hope by running and eventually
winning this election I’ll change the
’I can’t’ attitude of people who are
physically challenged.- Walters
said.
’I’ve seen some real vicious behavior front people who are out for
themselves.’ he said of campus politics so far this semester.
I ’s 3ust say I’m not working
on nit resume. My. main concern is
how to hest serve the school.’’
Campaigning for the election begins March 7. and a candidate forum
is scheduled for March 9.

Ballet
f non page I
SJSU Dance Coordinator Mina
iarman said the outreach program is
ail Important cultural link between
San Jose and Cleveland.
he purpose of this event is to
bring in potential students front
nearby schools.- Garman said.
The temporary head of the dance
department also said SJSU’s Kristy
Eldridge was granted the opportunity
to train with the company. Eldridge
also trained with Paul Curtis in Los
Gatos

"She received the first scholarship given to an area dancer. She is
highl% skilled in ballet,- Garman
said.
This close-up look at dance is a
glimpse into a world SJSU students
have a chance to leap into this
spring. San Jose Cleveland Ballet
will hold local auditions this April.
Company dancer Suzanne Lownsbury said Cleveland Ballet’s sisterhood relationship with San Jose has
brought positive changes during the
x seasons she’s performed.
The ballerina, who’s had 17 years
of dance education, called those
emendous."
changes
’The (dance) season is longer
tutu, and the repertory is more advanced. There are more soloist roles
along with more chances to per1
’ Lownshury said.
SJSU dance student Terrie Freni
spoke about the 20 kids front Notre
Daine High School who watched the
company s presentation of a "typical dance class and rehearsal.’’
"I think (the Notre Dame students I were amazed at the strength
and flexibility of the dancers,- Freni
said.
Notre Dante student Lisa Quintero, who is in her first semester of
Jazz training, said she would someday like to come to SJSU to take
dance classes.
"This is the first time I’ve ever
seen a professional company," said
the 14 -year-old.
Eleven -year-old Rolling Hills Elementary School student Christina
Nelson said she was "excited" to he
on SJSU’s campus.
The beginning saxophone player
added. "I really wanted to he here to
watch these people."
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SUREC:No fee raise yet

Solitude

10111 plige

Ron Green Daily staff

photographer

like Furnard, an advertising major, studies alone in the Morris Daily ,kuditorium

Beer company shows Greeks
’when to say when’ to drinking
By Serena Griffith
Daily start writer
Stephen Whalen has a dincrent
sort of job. He lives in a luxuriously
equipped motor home and travels the
country teaching people about beer.
He and his traveling AnheuserBusch bus were at SJSU on Tuesday. teaching a handful of fraternity
and somrity members about hops
and barley. The presentation in
chideda video that traced the histor%
of Budweiser herr and how it is
made.
"We are a training function."
said Whalen about the company’s
Mobil Training Operations division,
which operates the bus.
Whalen, whose official title is
"Mobil Training Specialist.- sees
his St. Louis. Missouri, home about
once a month. The rest of his time is
spent taking the bus to three locations each day. live days a week.
There are two other Anheuser-Busch
buses doing the same in other parts
of the United States.
"Beer is a food product." he said.
"We teach people how to handle
it."
Education offered on the bus includes how to pour and serve beer,
how it is made and how to handle it
responsibly. Presentations vary. said
Whalen. depending upon where the
bus is visiting.
Rocky Mirto, a super% isor in
charge of sales for the company, was
also on the bus Tuesday.
"We have a program for marketing classes that teaches about the
Anheuser-Busch marketing methods. Other programs go to retailers
and teach them how to make the
most of their beer investment.- he

’We want to show people that the Greek
system and Anheuser-Busch are concerned
about responsible drinking. It’s an obvious
part of campus life, but it shouldn’t be
abused in any way.’
Brent

"Know When to Say When- campaign. a consumer education ellOrt
launched by the company.
Inside the bus. Whalen has all he
needs to teach the programs that fit
the needs of the wholesalers, retailers, or campuses he visits. The vehicle includes a built-in video’TV, and
bottles of corn, rice and hops exhibited on the counter in the kitchenette.
There, sitting in on thickl% upholstered couches and chairs, visitors to Whalen’s bus learn about
beer. They learn its five ingredients:
barley -malt, hops, water, yeast and
grain (corn or rice). They learn that
rice gives beer a tangy flavor, and is

SJSUs representative for Anheuser-Busch. Brent Hughes. said
that the company’s "Know When to
Say When" campaign will be part of
next month’s Greek Week here. One
day of the week, he said, will be
dubbed "Alcohol Awareness Day."
"We want to show people that the
Greek system and Anheuser-Busch
are concerned about responsible
drinking. It’s an obvious part of
campus life, but it shouldn’t he
abused in any way.- he said

CASE

First
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Lady Nancy Reagan says she will
continue her fight against drug abuse
and dependency when she and her
husband retire to California at the
end of his term.
"I want you to know that when
my husband and I return to California. I’m not giving up my interest
and concern about this (drug
abuse).- Mrs. Reagan said Monday
during the opening session of the
White House Conference for a Drug
Free America in Washington. D.C.
"In fact. I’ll he actively involved
in The Nancy Reagan Center in Los
Angeles to he run by Phoenix
House,- she said.
A news release distributed by
Hunt Marrnillion Associates in Los
Angeles on Tuesday said the center
will be built around a residential
high school for adolescents in treatment, similar to The Phoenix Academy in Shrub Oak, N.Y.
The school will provide treatment
for drug dependency and an accelerated academic program and will include a research unit and training institute, the release said.

From page /
Results from the surveys will he
used to make recommendations to
the A.S. whether to pursue bringing
the program to this campus, Walters
said.
Walters stressed the importance of
students’ responses since they are
the ones who will he tested.
Questions on the survey ask if you
are in favor of AIDS testing on campus and whether it should he volun-

IL

Broader problem
Larry Dougherty. tOrmer A.S.
vice president. announced that he is
in the process of completing a report
that is focused on a much broader
issue than cost overruns.
"Mismanagement is my concern,- Dougherty said.
The report. put together by Dough
erty over the past several years.
points toward the administration of
SJSU for not fully informing the
campus of issues involving the planning of the Rec Center.
Dougherty asked Chaffin and
Hillyard if they would spend time reviewing the report and work with the
campus concerning the contents.
Hillyard said, without seeing the
report. he has no commitment yet.

tar% or tnatidator .
The survey also asks whether you
would want to know the results of
the tests and if counseling should he
available for those who test positive.
University students would be the
firm free population to he tested if
the program is adopted. Walters
said. Prison and military personnel
have already been subjected to mandatisv testing.
Kara Mvers

and up
$699
LP and Cassette

with $25 purchase of CBS music

$1 2 99

and up

Compact Disc

Over a thousand titles to choose from including:
TERENCE TRENT
IYARBY

IN ItUii)L< tN( iiiF."HARDLINE ACCORDING TO
IF:HENCE FRENT DARBY

TOTO
The Seventh One

.ncludong
If You Let Me Stay/Woshong Well
Dance Lithe Smter/Stqn Your Name

If anyone has information on this
or other break-ins. call UPD at 9242121. .

First Lady
vows to fight
against drugs

ts ill better define the cosi overruns
and their implication on the budget.
The report is expected to be finished March 21, and Hillyard said it
should help everyone get a "grip on
the situation.’’
I’MA has been on the job for 5-6
weeks, and has been overseeing the
construction of the Rec Center, evaluating the change orders and progress on the project.
Alternative funding
"After the dust settles.- Chaffin
said. the Chancellor’s Office will
look into alternatives for students.
Terry McCarthy. A.S. vice-president, understood this to man that
following the construction of the Rec
Center. the Chancellor’s Office
might seek recourse against the architect and eventually reimburse the
students.
"rhat disturbs me." McCarthy
said. "1111V, still students be reimbursed four years down the
road.
McCarthy felt that the issuing of
bonds now would he putting the burden on the students.
A.S. President Michael McLennan said that he is still planning to go
to Long Beach for the March 8-9
meeting in an attempt to deter any
action by the Board of Trustees.

Survey: Reaction gathered

THE FREE STORAGE CASE

One program available through
Mobil Training Operations is the

From page
pensive things. to give them to the
attendant in the cage.
"We don’t want tithe holding 300
wallets. but we want to help,- Newton said. "Students have tithe on the
lookout for suspicious characters
like this guy just sitting there reading
a paper. They need to report that
kind of thing to try and put a stop to

used to make Michelob, while corn
gives a sweeter taste for beers like
King Cobra. Busch, and LA.

(0Gi51; S

said.

Theft

Hughes,

SJSU ’s representative for Anheuser-Busch

avenues to pursue."
Chaffin and Hillyard were unable
to specify exactly what the "dozen’
other change orders involve.
At this time, Halyard said the Rec
Center is looking at no less than $3
million in change orders, and the
possibility of being more than that.
$40 fee limit
Chaffin and Hillyard also met
questions concerning
SUBOD’s
March 1984 policy that states
"under no circumstance shall student lees be raised over $40 per semester."
Hillyard said he has no indication
of the SUBOD policy. but that it
might he in the files hack at the
Chancellor’s Office in Long Beach.
When asked if the Chancellor’s
Office would honor the policy, the
representatives replied that the
Trustees are in a position to make
sure the debt is paid.
Hillyard said they have an obligation to pay debts or else the construction of the facility would have to be
stopped.
Immediate funds needed
Hillyard said the immediate purchase of bonds is needed to keep
construction of the facility continuing. Funds are expected to be depleted sometime this summer.
"This is the dilemma: the change
orders can’t be authorized until
tunds exist," Hillyard said.
Hillyard also said that bonds are
the "most flexible forum of finance"
and that is why approval for the issuance of bonds is being sought so
quickly.
Funds will also be borrowed from
the State Pool Investment Fund to
help pay for current construction, if
the Board of Trustees approves. The
State Pool will be paid off once construction is completed and then permanent bond financing will he
sought.
Hillyard said that there would be
no action to have a fee increase prior
to the delivery of a Professional
Management Association report that

unt
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RAINB W RECORDS
10562 DeAnza Blvd. f-----ea%
BLOSSOM HILL 962 Blossom Hill Road CUPERTINO Vallco Fashion Park
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Remember, almost anywhere you go you’ll find a Rainbow!

